
For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, 
please consult the corresponding safety data sheet.

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor. In the event 
of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear. Use water to immediately 
remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash basins, etc.  Keep out of reach of children!

DisposalSecurity instructions

Liquido autosigillante
GASTOPMayline

Istruzioni d’uso: CONSULTARE LA SCHEDA TECNICA DEL PRODOTTO MAYLINE GASTOP.

Nota importante: Agitare bene la tanica prima dell’utilizzo. Mayline Gastop NON può essere 
mescolato con altri prodotti chimici. L’autosigillante Mayline Gastop dev’essere tolto dall’impianto 
subito dopo la sigillatura. L‘autosigillante recuperato potrà essere riutilizzato più volte. Proteggere 
il prodotto dal gelo.

Dati di sicurezza: In caso di contatto con gli occhi lavare bene con acqua e consultare un medico.  
In caso di contatto con la pelle lavare bene con acqua. Portare guanti e occhiali di protezione. 
Rimuovere immediatamente con acqua da oggetti come piastrelle, pavimenti, lavandini, ecc. 
Conservare fuori dalla portata dei bambini.

Smaltimento: Smaltire nel rispetto delle norme locali, consultare la scheda di sicurezza.

Proporzione miscela: NON diluire, il prodotto è già pronto all’uso.

Stoccaggio: Conservare ben chiuso nel contenitore originale in un luogo fresco, asciutto, ben 
ventilato e lontano da raggi UV a temperature comprese da 5 a max. 35 °C. Una volta aperto il 
contenitore consumare il prodotto entro 12 mesi. 

Liquido autosigillante per impianti e tubazioni gas  
secondo UNI EN 11137-1

Consigli di prudenza:
P264 Lavare accuratamente le mani dopo l’uso. 
P280 Proteggere gli occhi. 
P305+P351+P338 IN CASO DI CONTATTO CON 
GLI OCCHI: sciacquare accuratamente per parecchi 
minuti. Togliere le eventuali lenti a contatto  
se è agevole farlo. Continuare a sciacquare. 
P337+P313 Se l’irritazione degli occhi persiste, 
consultare un medico. 

UFI: 2P00-0040-700S-Y1G4

Indicazioni di pericolo:
H319 Provoca grave irritazione oculare. 
EUH208 Contiene: Miscela di: 5-cloro-2-metil-2H-
isotiazol-3-one [EC no. 247-500-7]; 2-metil-2H-
isotiazol-3-one [EC no. 220-239-6] (3:1)
Può provocare 
una reazione allergica.

ATTENZIONE

MAYCHEM srl 
Via Negrelli, 15
39100 Bolzano (BZ)

Tel.: 0471/052852 • Fax: 0471/1968339
P.IVA: IT02668160217
info@maychem.it • www.maychem.it

SCADENZA E QUANTITÀ
vedi indicazioni stampate sulla 
confezione

1. PIPE INSPECTION
Uninstall the counter and the gas device. Install stoppers on the ends of all the lines. Even the blind pipe plugs which are still under pressure 
must be uninstalled and replaced with a stopper. Do not over-tighten the fi ttings.

2. LEAK INSPECTION IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE CURRENT LEGISLATION
European law requires for gas installations to be free of leaks and the inspection methods are provided in the relative regulations. A digital 
manometer can be used for the inspection.

3. PRESSURE CHECK
In order to check the pressure, the gas installation must be pressurised to 3 bar for about 3 - 5 minutes. This helps to identify any eventual 
damage due to unseen corrosion while preventing signifi cant quantities of sealant from leaking out while the pressurised pipe is being fi lled.

4. SYSTEM CLEANING
In order to remove any eventual dust, rust or other deposits from the gas pipes, a braided drainage hose must be connected near the counter, 
at the lowest point of the system, and fed into a collection fi lter, preferably outdoors.
The lines must be cleaned out using nitrogen (or compressed air), blowing from all of the ends until the system is completely purged and no 
more dust or fi l comes out.

5. FILLING WITH SELF SEALING LIQUID
The line must be fi lled from the lowermost point towards the uppermost. The Gastop certifi ed membrane pump tool, with nitrogen and 
compressed air functionality, must be used to fi ll the line (make sure that enough Mayline Gastop self-sealing liquid is available).
The gas circuit must be carefully bled, starting at the lowermost point, with the stoppers installed in place of the counter, or rather the point 
nearest to the gas supply point, and moving towards the uppermost or most distant point in the system.
Once fi lling has been completed, bring the system to a pressure of 3 bar, plus 1 bar for every 10 metres in height of the line to be sealed 
(pressure of 3 bar at the uppermost point), in order to compress the sealant into the threaded joints. For optimal sealing results, be sure to 
use exclusively Gastop certifi ed instrumentation. In order to maintain a constant pressure during the 2 hours required for the sealant to set, 
a 1 or 2 litre volume nitrogen cushion must be installed at the uppermost point of the system in order to allow for the possibility of expansion 
(maximum 3 bar).

Instructions for use

Self-sealing liquid for screw connections in gas pipes 
systems in compliance with the norm EN 11137-1

Mayline Gastop is a liquid used for the secondary sealing of screw 
connections on gas installations, system certifi ed for single application – 
according to UNI EN 13090. Mayline Gastop is a mixture of solvents and 
synthetic materials. The product is suitable for sealing of thread leakage. 
The application must be performed in accordance with UNI EN 11137-1 
for the secondary sealing of gas utility pipes. Mayline Gastop only requires 
a single application.
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omTECHNICAL DATASHEET

Self-sealing liquid for screw connections 
in gas pipes (only natural gas)

GASTOPMayline

code package

10/MYGAST

20/MYGAST

10 kg canister

20 kg canister



For information concerning the disposal of effluent and liquid waste, 
please consult the corresponding safety data sheet.

In the event of eye contact, rinse eyes thoroughly with much water and consult a doctor. In the event 
of skin contact, rinse well with water. Wear gloves and protective eyewear. Use water to immediately 
remove the product from objects such as tiles, flooring, wash basins, etc.  Keep out of reach of children!

DisposalSecurity instructions

 2 years

6. EMPTYING THE SELF-SEALING LIQUID
Slowly release the pressure in the line. Empty the line from the lowermost stopper, by opening the appropriate valves, and collect the liquid. 
Blow the self-sealing liquid out of the pipe with nitrogen or com pressed air, starting from the uppermost point and working towards the 
lowermost point. Repeat the operation for all of the joints: all of the points of the line must be cleaned.

7. INSERTING OF MOLCH BALLS 
Once no more sealant comes out, special MOLCH balls must be inserted into the lines. The diameter of the balls must be at least 10% greater 
than the largest diameter of the line (max.  twice the diameter). The molch balls must be inserted into the terminal points of the gas lines and 
blown into the lines using nitrogen or compressed air; in this manner, the molch balls push the sealant ahead of them, moving it towards the 
recovery container. The procedure must be repeated at least two times in order to remove all of the remaining product. The procedure may 
have to be repeated various times based on the actual necessities. The recovered product can be reused various times.
Dirty product can be cleaned using a filter.

8. DRYING 
The drying procedure is performed using the Mayline Gastop “blower” instrument. Connect the discharge terminals to the ½” tubes, place 
them in buckets so as not to dirty the floor and proceed with the drying procedure. Install the blower so that it is unhindered, with no 
obstacles blocking its suction lines. In the event of loss of power, check the filter. Use the air to dry the system, then check the air tightness of 
the system according to the current legal standards. The system must be free of leaks and no putties or other means must be used to seal it.

9. TESTING THE GAS PIPES SYSTEM 
After the testing has been completed, the system can be re-commissioned according to the current standards.

Shake the container well before use. Mayline Gastop can NOT be mixed with other chemical products. Once the sealing process has been 
completed, the Mayline Gastop self-sealing liquid must be immediately removed from the system. The recovered product can be reused 
various times. Protect the product from frost.

DO NOT DILUTE. The product comes ready for use.

Important note

Mixing proportions

Application time Insert the product at 3 bar at least 2 hours, add 1 bar for every 10 meters of height of the pipe system.
Dry the system for at least 1 hour after passing the molch balls.
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Self-sealing liquid for screw connections  
in gas pipes (only natural gas)

GASTOPMayline



Notes

WARNING
Precautionary statements:
P264 Wash the hands thoroughly after handling. 
P280 Wear eye protection.
P305+P351+P338 IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove 
contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.
P337+P313 If eye irritation persists: Get medical advice/attention.

Hazard statements:
H319 Causes serious eye irritation. 
EUH208 Contains: 
Mixture of: 5-cloro-2-metil-2H-isotiazol-
3-one [EC no. 247-500-7]; 2-metil-2H-
isotiazol-3-one [EC no. 220-239-6] (3:1)
It may provoke an allergy reaction.
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Self-sealing liquid for 
screw connections in 
natural gas conduits

Possibility of product recovery 
for reuse

UFI: 2P00-0040-700S-Y1G4

Self-sealing liquid for screw connections 
in gas pipes (only natural gas)

GASTOPMayline


